
TimeWise® Night 
Restore & Recover 
Complex®

TimeWise® Night Restore & Recover 
Complex® awakens the age-fighting potential 
of your skin at night with these benefits:

•  Helps skin recover from daily damage

• Helps restore the skin barrier†

Reduce the signs 
premature aging 

and loss of 
skin firmness.

Step 1: Refine. Uses the key 
exfoliating ingredient that 
dermatolgists use.

Step 2: Replenish. A serum 
containing vitamins, antioxidants 
and anti-irritants.

TimeWise® 
Microdermabrasion 
Set

Overcome dry,
 dull, sluggish skin.

TimeWise® 
Replenishing 
Serum+C®

Help skin bounce back with a potent 
blend of multiple botanical sources.

Helps skin
appear lifted.

TimeWise® Moisture 
Renewing Gel Mask

Get 10 skin-renewing benefits* 
in 10 pampering minutes! 

• Instantly hydrates • Softens 
• Locks in moisture • Firms
• De-stresses • Purifies
• Nourishes • Calms
• Minimizes pores • Smooths

Aging, dry, 
stressed-out 

skin with 
visible pores 

Pampers, softens and brightens 
in one step. Skin looks 
immediately more radiant, plus 
feels soft and moisturized.

TimeWise® 
Even Complexion 
Mask

Lack of
radiance

Dry, untoned 
skin all over 

the body

TimeWise BodyTM 
Targeted-Action® 
Toning Lotion

Get skin that’s hydrated for 24 hours! 
Formulated with antioxidants to help skin 
look more firm, toned and defined.

After four weeks, 3 out of 4 women said 
their skin looked toned.**

Fine lines and 
wrinkles around 

the eye area

TimeWise® Firming 
Eye Cream

Visibly improves firmness, brightens, 
provides intense moisture, plus helps 
reduce the look of fine lines and 
wrinkles around the eyes.

Directly targets dark spots to 
dramatically reduce their look. 

Fade the look
of dark spots.

TimeWise® Even 
Complexion Dark 
Spot Reducer
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         Answers.
You Have All the

The more you know, the more you can fight the signs of aging decade 
after decade. So get the answers to all your skin care concerns right here.

* In an indpendent consumer study, women agreed that their skin appeared less stressed, felt firm, nourished and calmed, and that the mask helped reduce the 
appearance of pores, among many other visible benefits.

†Based on clinical testing of key ingredients

* *Results reflect the percentage of women who agreed with the statements in an eight-week independent consumer study



BEFORE AFTER

Innovative technology. High-performing ingredients. In-depth research 
studies. They all come together in the age-fighting marvel called the TimeWise® Miracle Set®.  
Start seeing a younger-looking, more beautiful you today! 

 TimeWise® 
Miracle Set®

Five formulas in more 
than 60 shades

One 
Easy System
With 11 Age-Defying Benefi ts

1Cleanse

2Exfoliate

3Freshen

4Hydrate

5Smooth

6Visibly
     Firm

7Soften

8Protect

9Energize

10Renew

11 Reduce the 
look of fine 
lines and
wrinkles

As seen by a dermatologist on panelists in a 
12-week clinical study:

•  83%  had a reduction in look of fine lines 
and wrinkles.

•  Up to 25% improvement in skin resilience.

•  100% had softer, more supple skin.

•  46%  visible improvement in more even 
skin tone.

Seeing Is Believing.
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